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New
Announcing Keycard v2: Enhanced Security and a Striking New Look!
Make the
jump to web3
Use the open source, decentralised crypto communication super app.
Sign up for early access
Betas for Mac, Windows, Linux
Alphas for iOS & Android[image: ]


Communities
Discover your community
Find your tribe in the metaverse of truly free Status Communities.

Learn more

Explore the universe of self-sovereign communities.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing the discover community feature through which the user can discover and join new communities]



Decentralised and permissionless.

[image: ]


Access token-gated channels. Become eligible for airdrops.

[image: Bottom portion of a mobile app screenshot showing the possibility to join token gated channels by hodling tokens, collectibles and more]
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Create community

Take back control
Don’t give Discord or Telegram power over your community.
Set your community free


Messenger
Chat privately with friends
Protect your right to free speech with decentralised messaging, metadata privacy and e2e encryption.

Learn more

[image: ][image: ]
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Create and join unstoppable group chats.

[image: ]With perfect forward secrecy



It’s the internet.
Verify your contacts.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing the feature that allows users to mark a known contact as verified or send an identity verification request]



Send crypto to your friends directly from chat.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing a private chat between users: the messaging feature allows the user to send images, voice messages, crypto and much more]







Wallet
The future is multi-chain
L2s made simple - send and manage your crypto easily and safely across multiple networks.

Learn more

[image: ]
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Send with automatic bridging. No more multi-chain hassle.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing the wallet feature: the user is able to automatically bridge and manage tokens without any multi-chain hassle]



Fully self-custodial. Nobody can stop you from using your tokens.

[image: ]


See how your total balances change over time, in fiat.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing how the wallet feature shows your total balances changing overtime in fiat]
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dApp Browser
Explore dApps
Interact trustlessly with web3 dApps, DAOs, NFTs, DeFi and much more.


[image: Mobile app screenshot showing how the Web3 browser interacts with NFT markets, allowing the user to buy a collectible directly from the app using the fully integrated wallet]
[image: ]

Be free from tracking and data collection.

[image: ]



Omnichain dApp connections. So you don’t have to pick chains.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing the Web3 browser that allows users to navigate and browse free without any tracking or data collection]








open source, decentralised crypto communication super app   
open source, decentralised crypto communication super app



[image: ]Jump between tasks

Like an operating system, whatever you’ve recently been doing is just a few taps away. Go from chatting with a friend to an account without having to navigate your way back.





Track your notifications






Make it your own






Use multiple profiles
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Jump between tasks
Like an operating system, whatever you’ve recently been doing is just a few taps away. Go from chatting with a friend to an account without having to navigate your way back.


[image: ]

Track your notifications
With communities, 1on1 chats, wallet accounts and dApps, there is a lot going on! Stay in control with a global notification centre that lets you see at a glance everything that’s happening in your web3 world.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing the global notification centre that lets the users see at a glance everything that's happening inside the app][image: ]

Make it your own
Customise your Status! Pick an avatar and colour to represent yourself, choose from light or dark mode, pick emojis to represent your accounts, and see the app will take on the character of the communities you join.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing the customizing options that the app offers: users are able to pick an avatar and a colour to represent themselves, choose from light or dark mode, pick emoji to represent their accounts, and see the app take on the character of communities][image: ]

Use multiple profiles
Different online identities? Or sharing a device with family or friends? Not a problem, Status fully supports switching between multiple fully independent identities.

[image: Mobile app screenshot showing the multiple accounts feature that allows users to switch between multiple fully independent identities, a convenient feature if the user is sharing their devices between family and friends or has different online identities][image: ]












Status is better with Keycard

A secure contactless hardware wallet.
Learn More




Decentralising the future
Building apps to uphold human rights, protect free speech & defend privacy.
Our manifesto


A token by and for Status
Participate in Status’ governance and help guide development with SNT.
About SNT


Stay up to date
Follow development progress as we build a truly decentralised super app.
Read the blog
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[image: ]Be unstoppable
Use the open source, decentralised crypto communication super app.Sign up for early access
Betas for Mac, Windows, Linux
Alphas for iOS & Android
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Legacy mobile apps
While you wait for Status Mobile 2.0 you can use our previous mobile apps.

Install Status Mobile 1.20


© Status Research & Development GmbHTerms of UsePrivacy Policy
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